WHEN DISASTER STRIKES,
STRIKE BACK WITH WEATHERSHIELD
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Your ﬁrst line of defense in protecting a building and its assets
is the roof. So when disaster strikes, you need an immediate
response to quickly minimize the potential of additional property
damage. Whether from ﬁre, severe storms, aging or defects,
WEATHERSHIELD is a partner you can depend on to ensure the
integrity of your roofs is restored.
As a full-service rooﬁng company, WEATHERSHIELD employs
an experienced staff of professionals dedicated to providing
prompt response and quality service in your time of need.
From start to ﬁnish we will assess the needs of each project,
recommend and outline solutions, and ensure the project is
completed with quality craftsmanship in a timely manner.
So when disaster strikes, depend on WEATHERSHIELD to turn
around unfortunate circumstances and get you back to where you
need to be as soon as possible. We will minimize the impact to
your operations by putting our team of rooﬁng experts to work
ensuring a quick recovery. Go with quality, go with dependability,
go with the experts, partner with WEATHERSHIELD.

FOR A FREE ESTIMATE OR EMERGENCY
SERVICE CALL 817-441-1446
www.WeatherShieldRoofs.com
377 Savage Lane, Aledo, Texas 76008

WHY WEATHERSHIELD:
› Quick response times that ensure we are
› Approved installer of a variety of rooﬁng
on site in the disaster zone within 48 hours
applications including single-ply or
multi-ply, metal, shingled, and tile carrying
› Temporary rooﬁng to mitigate ongoing
the beneﬁt of receiving manufacturer
conditions damaging to your assets
warranties
› Emergency repairs for when small
› Experienced working with insurance
incidents become potential for bigger
companies to help expedite the claims
problems
process
› Expedite roof restorations for aging and
› Knowledgeable staff help in evaluating
defective roofs
and recommending rooﬁng systems to
› Quality craftsmanship restores properties
meet each project’s needs
back to pre-loss conditions or better
› Committed to quality service and building
› Experienced & professional crews suited
long-term relationships to ensure you have
for any job size
a partner you depend on
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